May 21st, 1937

RE: Docket 3175-X-P
Brooklyn College Project
Landscaping

Col. Breben Somerset,
W. P. A. Administrator,
70 Columbus Avenue,
New York, N. Y.

Dear Sir:

Brooklyn College has applied to the W. P. A. to landscape the campus surrounding our new buildings. This project is listed as sponsor's proposal number 395. The project amounts to $381,043.00. If it is approved in its present form the Brooklyn College campus will become one of the most beautiful places in Brooklyn.

We are indebted to Mr. Hamilton Shields for a great deal of work in initiating the project. We realize that the various approvals required take considerable time. However, since we are occupying the new buildings next September, it is very important to us that approval on this project be expedited as much as possible. This is necessary because we must have completed by next September grading in the immediate vicinity of the buildings and also have the essential walks installed.

I am therefore respectfully requesting that you help us secure an early approval.

Yours very truly,

William A. Dwyer
President.